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Far away on the skyline, beyond two diminishing lines of trees marking the straight road to 
Bapaume, he could see a faint serration of roof-tops: Pozières, the final objective of Z day. 
 
Pozières was two and a half miles distant. He could get there in three minutes on his motor 
cycle, if by some miracle every one of the hundreds and thousands living underground suddenly 
were to be lifted away, if the shell-holes and trenches were filled in, and the wire removed in the 
same instant, and all became as it was before 1914.  Vain thought: the seasons of the world had 
changed: summer was harsh and bright and meaningless; winter cold and wet and pitiless; 
spring was a time for the greater activity of death; autumn for the dissolution of bodies into soil, 
under the little hammers of rain.  
 
(From Henry Williamson’s The Golden Virgin, a novel of the Battle of the Somme in 1916, first published 
in 1957) 

 
 

******************** 
 
 
The old dog and White-tip had wandered together since Tarka had been driven from her in the 
autumn.  Her first litter had been born in January, when the river had frozen, and one day White-
tip, returning to the holt, had found them gone.  She had called them, seeking everywhere, and in 
pain, but she had found none to suckle, for a badger walking on the ice had dug them out with 
his long black claws and eaten them. White-tip’s grief had been so keen that soon it had grown 
less; and she had lain with her mate in the bracken of Ferny Hill. 
 
And now White-tip was grieving again. For two nights, as she travelled down the river with Tarka, 
she would cease hunting, and run aimlessly on the banks, whining and searching.  During the 
third night she left him and returned to the ash-tree holt, wherein she had been making ready a 
couch of reeds and grasses. Into the holt she carried a stone, laying it on the couch, and licking 
it, until a sudden cry called her outside again. She traced the cry to a stone on the shallow, and 
brought it in her mouth to the holt; soon the couch was filled with wet stones. 
 
(From Henry Williamson’s Tarka the Otter, first published in 1927) 

 
 

******************** 
 
 
The otters lay up near a cattle shippen among reeds with white feathery tops. A dull red sun, 
without heat or rays, moved over them, sinking slowly down the sky.  For two days and two 
nights the frosty vapour poured like liquid glass from Exmoor and made all things distinct.  The 
wind made whips of the dwarf willows, and hissed through clumps of the great sea-rushes. The 
spines of the marram grasses scratched wildly at the rushing air, which passed over the hollows 
where larks and linnets crouched with puffed feathers. . . . 
 
The cold sharpened.  To the estuary came sanderlings in winter dress, running at the tide-line 
like blown sea-foam.  Snow buntings followed, and went south with them. The flat fish swam to 
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warmer water beyond the bar, and often when the otters dived in the estuary they rose empty-
mouthed to the surface, except perhaps for a green crab.  Old Nog the heron grew so thin that 
he looked like a bundle of grey flags stripped by the wind and clinging to two reeds.  His inland 
fishing ponds were frozen, most of the steams ran under plates of ice, and the only food he could 
spare was to be found at low tide in the pools of the Sharshook Ridge, where gravel had been 
dug. 
 
(From Henry Williamson’s Tarka the Otter, first published in 1927) 

 
 

******************** 
 
 
I wanted to take the silence, and the rare peacefulness, to myself, and leaned against a flint wall 
to think back into the past; and hark! Up there in the sky, cronkle-honkle, honk-cronkle, not 
harsh, or strident, but meditative, jingle-cronkle honkle-cronkle, marvellous sound! star-talk of the 
wild geese flying inland to their feeding-fields. 
 
The winter is past, the fields are plowed and cultivated, the seed-beds are made, the corn is 
sown.  The swallows have returned from Africa, and the cuckoo calls among the new green 
leaves of the beech-trees rising above the farm buildings. Our lambs are on the hillside, and the 
sun shines on a new earth. 
 
(From Henry Williamson’s The Story of a Norfolk Farm, first published in 1941) 

 
 

******************** 
 
 

 
Below are the first stanzas of two poems. 
 
The first is by Vera Brittain, to her fiancé:  
 

Perhaps 
 

(To R.A.L. Died of wounds in France, December 23rd 1915) 
 

Perhaps some day the sun will shine again, 
And I shall see that still the skies are blue, 

And feel once more I do not live in vain, 
    Although bereft of You. 
 

 
The second is by Edward Thomas, killed at the Battle of Arras in 1917: 
 

Out of the Dark 
 

        Out of the dark over the snow 
        The fallow fawns invisible go 
        With the fallow doe; 
        And the winds blow 
        Fast as the stars are slow. 
 
 

******************** 
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Paul Nash’s painting ‘We are Making a New World’ is one interpretation of ‘Winter of the World’. 
Painted in 1918, this unrecognisable landscape of sunrise over Inverness Copse at Ypres on the 
Western Front is one of the most memorable paintings to come out of the First World War. 
 
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/we-are-making-a-new-
world/DwHVm44w3XbHOA?hl=en-GB 
 
 

******************** 
 
 
You might like to watch on YouTube a short (2½ minutes) British Pathé film tribute to Animals in 
the First World War, using original footage. Millions of animals gave their lives in that war. They 
were selected for their variety of natural skills and instincts and they displayed unwavering 
courage even when exposed to extreme conditions. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_L5tQerJwA 
 
 
 
Although not directly connected with the subject matter, you may also like to view on YouTube 
the official trailer to the film of Tarka the Otter, directed by David Cobham, who died recently. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjnSAATCOoc 
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